
 

 
 

 

IRELAND SB20 TRAINING – May 9th – 10th 

 

Coach – Mark Corky Rhodes 

The training was a focused 2 days working on key elements of all sailors with a key 

goal being the World Championships in Lake Garda in July. The main area that 

became apparent was the requirement to breakdown manoeuvres and simplify 

even the most complex areas of sailing to maximise a higher standard of boat 

handling and race technique. A combination of training exercises, with increased 

pressure exercises and finished with some club racing.   

In this document I have highlighted GOALS for the sailors to work on, highlighted in 

red text. 

 

Technique 

Starting – Think out of the box, don’t just rely on your default mode, identifying the 

bias end is important but more fundamental is having a clear strategy of where you 

want to be going off the line and where you want to be a few mins after. Focus is 

going to headed towards the right side at Lake Garda, consider the port approach 

and duck if it allows a clear lane out to the side. 

 Working on boat handling – stopping and accelerating the boat, along with 

the use of slow boat speed handling. Don’t rely on using big movements 

on the rudder only, combined teamwork with use of backwinding the 

mainsail, weight further back, sail control etc. 

 Know where you are on the line. Safe transits are critical to having a clear 

understanding and measure of your time and distance to the line and 

allow you to control the fleet and boats around you. Practice your time 

and distance to the line and if you are lining up too early you will suffer 

from not being able to get the acceleration on till late and will likely be 

rolled or squeezed out of your lane.  

 Judging the exact time to pull the trigger with relation to the gap below. 

 A good start is one you have options to sail your race and are not being 

controlled by boats above or below. 

 GOAL – Positioning on the line, not getting too close too early. Where do 

you want to go is the most important factor to building your strategy 

around. Bias is important but if it takes you totally away from where you 

need to be there needs to consideration of these factors. 



 

 
 

 

o Pre start routine – Build one that works for you, allows you to get 

the information you require and stick with it.  

o Time & distance (seconds to sail the 1,2,3,4 boat length to the 

line?) 

o Safe transits are a must and will be easier to get in Garda due to 

land on both sides.  

o Make a plan / strategy and stick with it, flexibility to make 

adjustments but remember the key factors of the course. You have 

a end location e.g. windward mark, and know the right is quicker, 

don’t suddenly do something totally different due to a poor start, 

refocus and get back into the route you planned as quick as 

possible. 

o Boat handling: 

 Be able to stop the boat well and get it going again. Roles 

within the boat, clear communication. 

 Gap for acceleration – aim bow at bow of leeward boat (Be 

aggressive and confident in your own skills) 

 Sheet in before competitors – GO! 

 

 

Upwind & Tacking – Be proactive and not reactive to gust control and changing 

gears. Clear comms and have identified roles, it doesn’t mean everyone has to talk. 

Work as a team not 3 / 4 set individuals, if the boat requires roll then all do it. Once 

a tack is completed straight back into speed mode and info feeding and collecting. 

 Use the luff of the jib as is backwinds as the primer for the roll to come on. 

A combined effort required.  

 Minimise the tiller used to initiate the tack / the tiller is your tempo 

 Clear comms to prep the tack / take out any unnecessary information, 

only what is required.  

 Mainsheeting – Keeping the traveller up, not dropping it too early. 

 GOAL – Timing, communication, breaking down each section. 

- Clear roles, key communication specific to your boat. 

- Head out of the boat, calling in the wind before and after tack, so 

adjustments can be made prior.  

- Take the pressure away and then slowly build it to identify the 

weaker areas within the tacks. 

- Remember, training is training, racing is racing. 2 different 

focuses, make sure you all as a team know which mode your in, 



 

 
 

 

as it is easy to take every training race as a race, but if the focus is 

a specific area then winning the race wont be a true result of that 

area of improvement. 

 

 

Downwind technique – Where is the mark? Identify this early and remember the 

rules of thumb – sail the longest gybe / tack first to give you more options and also 

focus on the waves direction and which gybe will allow you to surf and use the 

power of the waves for greater speeds and angles. 

 GOAL – Identifying the mark before you get to the leg so you can make 

decision early and not when you reach the mark. Use waves more as they 

provide a better drive then the breeze, due to being able to sail a lower angle. 

o Read up on the rules – take a scenario from training or a race and 

draw it out with the rulebook and identify where the rules change and 

come in and out of force.  

o Practice downwind before the start, to test a few gybes, hoists and 

drops but also to use your knowledge bank in collecting the angle of 

the waves, which side has better pressure, any obstacles etc. 

o Clear comms between team and clear roles. 

o Remember it is not about doing everything fast, the leeward gate is all 

about positioning, and yes that can result in being able to drop the kite 

quicker but if you miss judge this it can end up putting you in a worse 

position, so all put getting a decent rounding as priority. 

o Make it clear to who makes the call on the drops of the kite, as it is 

easy for the helm to make but they cant gauge tiredness and how 

quick their crew can pull it off 100%. 

 

 
  



 

 
 

 

 

TACTICAL  & MENTAL – Preparation, Preparation, Preparation – The more 

information and decisions you have made before something happens the more 

prepared you will be and the more likely you will be to making the right decision. 

 Creating the long phase strategy with the data collected, but need to 

overcome the mental challenge of sticking with it even when things 

haven’t worked out exactly as planned. Remember what your strategy is 

and if a bad start happens don’t suddenly throw the plans out the window, 

work with it and get back onto track asap.  

 GOAL - creating OPTIONS: 

o Identifying the long tack and sailing this as much as possible to 

provide more options. 

o Head Out of the Boat - keep checking for a change conditions 

o Sailing the fleet and not just the 2-3 boats around you. 

o Remember when something goes wrong, it is not the time to start 

firing blame, refocus and then discuss what happened after the 

race, otherwise you are not concentrating on the race. 

 

 

Nutrition / Hydration  

For the amount of hours on the water and in challenging conditions along with the 

heat in Garda, attention should be taken with drinking and eating enough. (And that 

means good food and drink – not beer!) Think about what things work for you as a 

team, with regards to a sports drink as 1% loss in hydration is 15% loss in 

concentration.   

 

All sailors could do with eating more throughout the day (grazing / snacking) with a 

variety of foods such as fruit, nuts, cereal bars, along with light meals to make sure to 

reduce the tiredness feeling after eat which could have become and issue quickly 

with the heat. 
 

A cheap sports drink to make is a mix of half water / half orange juice and a pinch of 
salt. But having something and access to more food and drink on the water is going 
to be key if you are to be on your top game as well as still performing and not tailing 
off towards the end of the week.  

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Technique 

Starting  - need more regimented routine, all boats were often on the line early but 

not 100% sure of the distance from the line. 

GOALS to work on the following: 

 Landmark (transit) including a safe transit– know how far in front or behind 

the line. 

 Time and distance - often back relative to the boats either side in future need: 

o Practice time to sail 2-3 boat length to the line 

 Start boat handling: 

o Stopping & accelerating  

o Knowing when the boat is moving (backwards, sideways, forward) and 

being called out to the team to counter that movement if required, but 

also keeping the team informed of the boats movement.  

 Just because the fleet at times when there are big gaps between boats sail 

sail down the line for the last 10 – 15 seconds at full speed, which is great to 

have that speed to turn upwind and go but losing a massive distance on the 

bunch above and so losing the benefits of the bias and splitting from the bulk 

of the fleet. Holding for longer will provide more control over the bunch. 

Consider your position and where you want to start, if you sail a number of 

boat lengths away from your position what was the point of fighting so hard to 

keep it.  

 Start line – Think out of the box – The key element about a good start is being 

where you want to be a few minutes after the start. If you are not in that place 

why? You need to have options so you can control you race, no options, no 

control. 

 

 

Final Thoughts: 

 Consistent Pre Start Routine – Collect the data, make the decisions, 

practice it and then execute it. 

 Make a plan / strategy with the information and stick to it. 

 Deal with the problems when the come and talk about them, learn from 

them and become stronger and better. 

 Accept things how they are, you are not going to be able to control the 

uncontrollable so don’t let it become number 1.  

 



 

 
 

 

 Preparation, Preparation, Preparation – Countdown to the event is on, it is 

up to you to how prepared you want to be? – Think fitness, boat prep, 

travel times, local knowledge. Anything to give you a margin gain – lots of 

small marginal gains adds up to 1 big gain. 

 Read up and get on top of your rules and having the confidence as to 

your rights within set positions so you know whether your right or wrong 

and don’t end up in a protest room finding out the hard way. 

 Look through the notes and apply them to your team, each team is 

different and so copying what others are doing wont necessary work for 

you. 

 Fitness is also going to play a big part in a windy week regatta, so work 

on it before it is a week away, this includes if you are required to drop 

weight etc. But to sit along side this, if not more critical is the recovery, 

you need to be able to recovery well, eat well, stay hydrated, get rest and 

you will succeed.  

 Risk and Reward – Balance of how much risk to how much reward. E.g. 

starting at the hard pin end, hugely risky but big rewards, your decision do 

you gamble hard on the pin or start just up from it with options to tack. 

Would you rather be (1st or last at the windward with a pin end flyer) or (in 

the top lot with a chance to fight out for a consistent top spot? Apply risk 

and reward to every element of the race course, if you bundle in on a 

leeward gate, chances are it could highly go wrong, accept the loss of 1 

boat to give room and get a position to attack the next leg.  

 REMEMBER WHY YOU ARE THERE – YOUR WORLD 

CHAMPIONSHIPS. IT IS EASY TO PARTY EACH NIGHT AND FORGET 

THE FOCUS BUT WHERE YOU FINISH WILL BE YOUR CONSTANT 

REMINDER. 

 

 

Useful info: 

 

 Weather information – www.wunderground.com 

 Rule Book – The Rules in Practice 2013-2016 by Bryan Willis 

 

http://www.wunderground.com/

